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a b s t r a c t

Lithium-ion cell field failures due to internal short circuits are a significant concern to the entire lithium-
ion cell market from consumer electronics to electric vehicles. While the probability of these failure
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events occurring is estimated to be very low (1 in 5–10 million), the consequences of a cell failure due
to an internal short in a high energy battery system have the potential to be catastrophic. The statistical
probability of one of these events is very low and they are difficult to predict and simulate in a laboratory
using some external test; which makes cell failure due to an internal short circuit a unique challenge to
overcome. Several of the experiments designed to simulate internal shorts have been adopted as testing
protocols across the industry; in general, they do not accurately simulate an internal short. This work

xperi

attery safety

nternal short circuit highlights our efforts to e

. Introduction

As the use of lithium-ion batteries extends from consumer elec-
ronics to higher power and higher energy vehicle and stationary
tility storage applications, safety issues with these systems will
ecome of increasing concern. Specifically, field failures due to cell

nternal short circuits are of a particular concern to the industry
ecause they are difficult to detect and predict and can lead to
atastrophic, spectacular cell failure [1–3]. While they can vary in
ature, internal shorts can develop from a variety of sources which
ay include manufacturing defects (separator damage, contami-

ation particles introduces during cell building, or weld or solder
platter at the tab/electrode connection), dissolution/deposition of
lectrode materials, lithium plating and dendrite formation. It is
mportant to note that all of these can develop over time under
ormal use or abuse conditions.

There are numerous types of internal shorts that can occur in a
ell, all of which have different consequences in terms of cell failure.
here are several variables that can affect cell response to an inter-
al short including the surface area, resistance, location within a
ell, cell state-of-charge (SOC) and cell nominal capacity. Moreover,
horts can occur between the anode and cathode active materials
anode–cathode), aluminum or copper current collectors and active

aterials (Al-anode, Cu-cathode) or between the current collec-

ors (Al–Cu). This matrix of possibilities has a significant impact on
ell heating (localized vs. homogeneous) [4]. the amount of cur-
ent passed through the short, and the severity of the subsequent
ell failure. In general, Cu-cathode and anode-cathode short cir-
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mentally trigger an internal short circuit in a lithium-ion cell.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

cuits have the highest contact resistance (»100 m�); which limits
the current flow through the short, localized heating and the overall
severity. Al–Cu shorts have very little contact resistance (<10 m�),
but in this case the heat from the short current is readily dissipated
through the cell given the high thermal conductivity of the cop-
per current collector. The result is typically homogeneous heating
throughout the cell and generally no catastrophic failure. Al-anode
shorts are generally the most severe because the contact resistance
is relatively low (∼100 m�), the thermal conductivity of the alu-
minum current collector is not as high as copper, and the short
current leads to localized heating at the short. Moreover, degrada-
tion reactions of the anode SEI occur at relatively low temperatures
(80–100 ◦C) compared to cathode decomposition (>180 ◦C), lead-
ing to more heat generation and potential catastrophic failure of
the cell [5]. Santhanagopalan et al. have recently reported the
severity of ISCs under various conditions using a lumped electro-
chemical thermal numerical model and found that the most severe
and potentially damaging ISCs are relatively small area (1 mm2),
have an impedance of 100 m�, and occur between the aluminum
current collector and the lithiated graphite anode (100% SOC)
[5].

Most of the internal short circuit testing developed to date
involves some form of mechanical deformation of the cell to the
point where a physical internal short develops. This has been
demonstrated using a blunt rod to indent a cell (but stopping before
it actually ruptures the cell packaging); variations of which have
been developed at Underwriters Laboratory (UL) and NASA [6–8],

small nail penetration [9], surface indentation or pinch test devel-
oped at Motorola [9], or the forced-internal short circuit (FISC)
approach developed by the Battery Association of Japan. While
these tests can be performed on production line cells in a man-
ufacturing setting, there are some notable shortcomings including

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.03.035
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
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Fig. 1. Schematic of method for introducing S

eproducibility, the inability to control the type of internal short
Al–Cu, Cathode-Cu, Anode-Cathode, etc.), restrictions on their util-
ty based on cell configuration (wound or prismatic) and packaging
steel can or polymer pouch). One non-mechanical approach to
nitiate an internal short has been reported by TIAX, which relies
n the dissolution and deposition of metal defect particles at the
lectrode surfaces with cell cycling [10]. This cycling causes den-
ritic metal growth at the anode electrode and an eventual internal
hort. Results using this approach are quite promising at emulat-
ng a true field failure and eliminating some of the shortcomings
f mechanical testing. However, there remain challenges with the
eproducibility of this approach and controlling the state-of-charge
SOC) of the cell at the time when the short occurs.

The object of this work is to develop an experimental approach
o trigger an internal short circuit in lithium-ion cells to deter-

ine their thermal response. We are interested in triggering an
nternal short circuit under conditions that closely mimic field
ailure scenarios (ambient temperature, pressure, “normal use”
onditions) and to control the type of internal short in the cell
Al–Cu, Anode-Al, Cathode–Anode, Cathode-Cu) as well as loca-
ion, impedance, current path, surface area and cell SOC. This report
escribes the use of low-melting point metals or alloys to gener-
te a controlled internal short. The alloy is inserted into the cell
uring cell building and is initially electrically insulated from the
lectrodes. Upon heating above the melting temperature, the liquid
etal breaches the separator insulation, makes electrical contact
ith both electrodes and short circuits the cell internally. Choice of
etal and experimental geometry are critical for implementation

f this technique as the defect site must be stable in a lithium-
on electrochemical cell, not interfere with the electrochemical
erformance of the system, and should be applicable to any cell for-
at (spiral wound, flat/prismatic, etc.). Our objective is to deploy

his technique in 18,650 or wound prismatic cells, however, much
f the initial development work is performed using 2032 coin
ells.

. Experimental

.1. Materials

Cell electrode materials consisted either of coated elec-
rodes provided by MSA (Mine Safety Appliances) using LiCoO2
athodes\MCMB carbon anodes or in-house coated electrodes
sing nickel manganese cobalt oxide (Li(Ni1/3Mn1/3Co1/3)O2, NMC),
athodes provided by 3 M Corporation, and graphite carbon
G8) anode active material provided by Conoco Phillips. The
lectrolyte used in all of the cells was EC:EMC (3:7)\1.2 M
iPF6. The lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) was purchased
rom Hoshimoto Chemical (Japan) and the ethylene carbonate
EC)\ethylmethyl carbonate (EMC) were purchased from Kishida
hemical (Japan). N-methylpyrolidone (NMP) was used to dissolve
he active material\binder mix and was purchased from Aldrich.

ismuth/tin/indium (Bi/Sn/In) low-melt temperature alloys and
allium metal samples were purchased from Atlantic Metals. Cath-
de and anode powders and electrodes were dried in a vacuum
ven prior to use. All cell building was peformed in either inert (Ar)
tmosphere on in a dry room with a dew point <−40 ◦C.
alloy defect structures into lithium-ion cells.

2.2. Methods

Cathode electrodes were prepared by mixing NMC, SAB carbon
(conductive additive) and poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) binder
(90:5:5 wt.%) in NMP. Blade casting of the slurry onto a carbon-
coated aluminum foil current collector was used for the coin cells.
A Hosen coater was used to prepare longer length electrodes for the
18,650 cells. Anode electrodes were prepared in a similar manner
by mixing graphite carbon, SAB carbon, and PVDF (92:2:6 wt.%) in
NMP with a copper foil current collector. Anode and cathode elec-
trodes were vacuum dried prior to use. The 2032 coin cells were
built using either (1) MSA LiCoO2 and graphite or (2) 3 M NMC and
Conoco Phillips graphite electrodes with Tonen V25EKD (25 �m)
separator. Coating thicknesses ranged from 60 to 80 �m. All cells
were flooded with 1.2 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC (3:7) [wt. ratio] elec-
trolyte. 18,650 cells (nominally 1000 mAh) were rolled using either
a MicroTech or a Hosen prototype winder at the Sandia National
Laboratories lithium-ion cell fabrication facility [11]. For both 2032
and 18,650 cells, Internal Short Circuit (ISC) defect structures were
introduced during cell construction with the electrodes in the as-
prepared fully discharged state. Typically, a 1 mm2 piece of metallic
foil (∼ 200 �m thick) was fixed to an insulating plastic sheet and
placed on the cathode electrode as the potential short-inducing
defect (Fig. 1). Cells were heated either in a Tenney environmen-
tal chamber or affixed to a brass fixture with heater cartridges
controlled using a Solo 5959 temperature controller. The AC cell
impedance was monitored at several frequencies during the tem-
perature ramp using an Agilent 4284A LCR impedance analyzer
(Agilent Technologies, Inc.) although only 1000 Hz data are shown
for clarity.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Proof-of-concept

Copper electrodes were initially used to determine if a molten
metal defect could be used to initiate an ISC in an electrochem-
ical cell. Copper foil electrodes were wound in a cylindrical roll
on the 18,650 cell winder with a 1 mm2 piece of a metal alloy
against one electrode and with a pinhole in the insulating separa-
tor directly facing the defect structure (to allow for direct electrical
contact between the electrodes). The alloy used for these exper-
iments was a Bi/Sn/In alloy with a melting point of ∼60 ◦C. The
temperature of the sample was increased to greater than the alloy
melting temperature at rate of ∼5 ◦C\min while monitoring the
total impedance (Ztotal) between the electrodes (at 1000 Hz). Fig. 2
shows the normalized impedance (Ztotal/Z0) as a function of tem-
perature for four alloy/electrode samples. Because of some scatter
in the initial impedance values for each sample (10 < Z0 < 35 �),
total impedance data are normalized to the initial impedance value
(Ztotal/Z0) for each sample. The impedance slightly decreases with
increasing temperature until 58–60 ◦C, when the impedance drops

abruptly to ∼100 m� (a normalized value of <0.03). This sug-
gests a short between the two copper electrodes triggered by
the liquid metal above the melting point. Post-test visual inspec-
tion of the unwound roll at ambient temperature showed metal
alloy in contact with both electrodes, which was confirmation
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Post-ISC analysis provides additional insight to the mechanism
of this ISC trigger. Fig. 4 shows photographs of the electrodes and
separators from cell LiCO13. At temperatures >60 ◦C the alloy had
melted and made contact with the cathode electrode which initi-
ated the short. There was also visual evidence that the alloy had
ig. 2. Normalized total impedance (Ztotal/Z0) and a function of temperature for four
amples of copper foil electrodes rolled with the ISC alloy defect structures.

hat the impedance data supports shorting between the elec-
rodes.

.2. Studies in 2032 coin cells

The first demonstration of this approach to trigger an ISC in
n electrochemical cell was performed in 2032 coin cells. Coin
ells were built by inserting either a 1 mm2 piece of the Bi/Sn/In
lloy or gallium metal defect on an insulating plastic spacer on
ither the LiCoO2 or Li(Ni1/3Mn1/3Co1/3)O2 cathode or the graphite
node. A pinhole was made in the polyolefin separator directly
bove the defect structure and the cells filled with electrolyte. Cells
ith both the Bi/Sn/In and gallium metal defect structures cycled

t C/10 (ambient temperature) for five charge/discharge cycles
howed comparable formation cycle performance and capacity
o those without the defect; suggesting that the presence of
he defect alloy does not impact the ability to safely formation
ycle these cells. However, it is important to note that the pos-
ible impact of these defects on cell performance under more
igorous testing for long periods of time has not been investi-
ated.

While monitoring cell open-circuit voltage (OCV) of five sam-
les, the cell temperature was increased to 70 ◦C, as shown in
ig. 3a. Cells LiCO14 and LiCO15 were tested at 3.9 V, cells LiCO13
nd LiCO901 were tested at 4.1 V, and cell NMC08 was tested at
.3 V. Cell NMC08 had a small area of both the anode and cath-
de active material cleaned away to expose the aluminum and
opper current collectors. For the LiCO cells, where the short was
etween the anode and cathode active materials, the cells shorted
o ∼2.5–3.0 V between 60 and 65 ◦C. For the NMC08 cell, where
he short was between the aluminum and copper current collec-
ors, the cell shorted to 1.5 V at 65 ◦C. While this is a relatively
mall data set, these preliminary results are consisted with ear-
ier modeling and experimental work that suggest that an internal
hort circuit between current collectors is more severe than shorts
etween active materials [5,9]. Fig. 3b shows cell OCV for three cells
uilt with gallium metal defect structures as the cell temperature
as increased to 40 ◦C. Cells were tested at 3.1, 3.7. and 4.3 V and all

ells shorted between the active materials (Anode–Cathode). Cells

MC118Ga2 and NMC118Ga3 shorted to <1.0 V, while NMC118Ga4
ischarged to 2.9 V after the short was triggered at ∼34 ◦C. The
rigger temperature for each of these cells is consistent with the

elting temperature of gallium metal (∼30 ◦C). Each of these
Fig. 3. Cell OCV as a function of temperature for (a) LiCO and NMC coin cells with
Bi/Sn/In alloy defect structures and (b) NMC coin cells with gallium metal defect
structures showing cell shorting above the melting temperature of the defects (∼60
and 30 ◦C, respectively).

cells discharged to their final voltage over the course of 2–3 min,
which is indicative of a moderate resistance short expected for
an anode-cathode short.[5,9] Efforts to measure the short resis-
tance during these experiments for different defect structures and
types of short circuits (Anode–Cathode, Anode-Al, Cu–Al, etc.) are
currently underway and will be the subject of a subsequent publi-
cation.
Fig. 4. Photographs of a disassembled coin cell showing the melted alloy foil on the
cathode electrode and visual evidence of indium deposited on the separator and the
anode electrode.
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the observation of cell shorting at cell skin temperatures between
68 and 75 ◦C was consistent with an internal cell temperature of
∼60–65 ◦C (melting point of the alloy) and with the short circuit
triggered by the melting alloy as observed in the 2032 coin cells.
ig. 5. EDS spectra and corresponding photographs(from top to bottom) of the
i/Sn/In alloy (control), the alloy on the cathode electrode, indium deposited on
he separator, and indium deposited on the anode electrode.

ermeated the separator and made contact with anode electrode,
hich was presumed to have caused the internal short. Fig. 5 shows

nergy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) of each of the metal defect
reas on the electrodes and separator of the LiCO14 cell post-ISC,
long with a photograph of each cell component. Qualitatively, the
DS spectrum of the melted alloy on the surface of the cathode was
argely the same as the control alloy with the addition of phospho-
ous and fluorine peaks which were contributions from the LiPF6
lectrolyte salt. However, the EDS spectra of the metal on the sep-
rator and anode were quite different; only showing indium metal
long with phosphorous and fluorine from LiPF6. This suggests that
nly the indium metal from the alloy migrates (and not the Bi/Sn/In
utectic) from the cathode across to the anode and is responsi-
le for triggering the internal short in these cells. Indium metal

s known to have a low surface free energy and is used exten-
ively as a solder materials because of its good surface wetting
haracteristics [12,13]. This supports the observation in this case,
here indium preferentially wets the separator and anode sur-

aces, causing an internal short. It is important to note that EDS
s not a technique that is sensitive to low mass elements, including
ithium. It is possible that the indium metal that was deposited on

he separator and anode causing the internal short likely existed as
n indium/lithium alloy [14]. Additional characterization to further
lucidate this mechanism of indium migration and possible lithium
lloying will be performed and reported at a later date.
Fig. 6. Formation cycling (C/5 rate) of a representative 18,650 cell built with a
Bi/Sn/In defect structure, showing normal cycling behavior.

3.3. ISC demonstration in 18,650 cells

As described for 2032 coin cells, 18,650 cells were also fabri-
cated with alloy defect structures. Typically, 18,650 test cells were
built by inserting a 1 mm2 piece of the Bi/Sn/In alloy defect on an
insulating plastic spacer in the middle of the Li(Ni1/3Mn1/3Co1/3)O2
cathode electrode. A pinhole was made in the polyolefin separator
directly above the defect. The electrodes were rolled using one of
the commercial winders and then filled with electrolyte and sealed
in an Ar glove box. Fig. 6 shows formation cycling (five cycles) for
an 18,650 cells with a Bi/Sn/In alloy defect. Cells built with defect
structures showed normal formation cycling at a C/5 rate (0.2 A
charge and discharge) and no aberrations or anomalies due to the
defect structures.

Internal shorts were triggered in the 18,650 test cells by heating
them in a brass heater fixture above 60 ◦C (above the melting point
of the alloy). Fig. 7 shows cell voltage as a function of temperature
for an 18,650 cell with a Bi/Sn/In defect structure. At 68 ◦C, the cell
clearly showed an abrupt drop in cell voltage, followed by further
instabilities in the cell voltage >70 ◦C, suggesting a soft (high resis-
tance) internal short. It is important to note that previous work
from this Laboratory has shown that the internal temperature of
an 18,650 cell can lag behind the cell external skin temperature
as much as 10–15 ◦C when a cell is heated externally. Therefore,
Fig. 7. Cell OCV as a function of temperature for an 18,650 cell built with an ISC
defect showing a soft short above the melting temperature of the Bi/Sn/In alloy
(∼60 ◦C).
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ig. 8. 18,650 cell cycling (C/5 rate) after the cell was heated to 70 ◦C to trigger the
hort defect and cooled to ambient temperature showing evidence of cell damage
nd soft shorting.

fter the short was triggered at elevated temperature, the cells
ere cooled to ambient temperature and cycled at a C/10 rate to
etermine the post-test cell state-of-health (Fig. 8). Comparison of
he cell cycling data for the same cell before (Fig. 6) and after the
nternal short was triggered (Fig. 8) showed that the cell voltage
rofile was stable before the short and very erratic after the short.
his is a clear indication of cell damage due to a soft short developed
n the cell during this experiment although no thermal runaway or
emperature excursion was observed.

. Conclusion

This report describes a novel approach to triggering internal
hort circuits in lithium-ion cells of different formats (cylindrical
ound and stacked coin cell) without the use of any mechanical
eformation of the cell packaging. The trigger in these experi-
ents was a low melting point metal or metal alloy defect that
as electrically isolated when the defect was solid but made elec-

rical contact with both electrodes within a cell in the liquid state.
hile this approach does require heat as the environmental param-

ter to initiate the short, the trigger temperatures are modest
34–40 ◦C for gallium and 60–75 ◦C for Bi/Sn/In) relative to the sta-

ility of lithium-ion battery materials. This report highlights the
easibility of this approach in the preliminary experimental work.

hile the reproducibility of this approach is good in 2032 coin
ells, with >80% of cells tested triggered an internal short; relia-
ility and reproducibility of this approach in wound 18,650 cells

[

[

[
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needs improvement. Specifically, the contact or interfacial resis-
tance between the defect and the electrodes remains a critical
barrier to reliably triggering internal short circuits using this tech-
nique. Work is continuing on this front to minimize the contact
resistance of the short defect, to examine other low melting point
metal defects, as well as other thermally labile defect structures
to cause internal short circuits in cells. Work is also continuing to
improve the reproducibility of this approach and to test the var-
ious types of internal shorts (Al–Cu, Cathode-Cu, Anode-Al, etc.)
in 18,650 and prismatic cells to determine their thermal response
to each type of short. These experimental data will feedback into
numerical models for validation and into design of new materials
and systems to mitigate the potentially catastrophic effects of a cell
failure due to an internal short circuit.
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